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small values of k; (b) combinatorial upper bound
on the number of minimum k-cuts; and (c) approximation algorithms. In particular, already in early
90’s, Goldschmidt and Hochbaum [1] gave the ﬁrst
polynomial-time algorithm for ﬁxed k, with running
2
time O(n(0.5−o(1))k ). In 1996, Karger and Stein [2]
obtained their ingenious contraction algorithm, a randomized algorithm with running time Õ(n2(k−1) )1 .
The same algorithm immediately yields a proof that
the number of k-cuts of minimum weight in any
undirected graph on n vertices is upper bounded by
Õ(n2(k−1) ). In 2008, Thorup [3] obtained a deterministic algorithm that essentially matched the running
time of Karger and Stein [2], and in 2019, Chekuri
et al. [4] used a LP based approach to improve the
running time by a factor of n. This algorithm is based
on a tree-packing theorem which allows to efﬁciently
ﬁnd a tree that crosses the optimal k-cut at most 2k −2
times. Then the algorithm simply enumerates over all
possible sets of 2k−2 edges of this tree and all ways of
merging the components of the tree minus these 2k −2
edges into k non-empty groups. From the perspective
of approximation algorithms there are several 2(1− k1 )approximation algorithms, that run in time polynomial
in n and k [5], [6], [7]. This approximation ratio
cannot be improved assuming the Small Set Expansion
Hypothesis (SSE) [8].
Thus, as of early 2018, the status was as follows.
The direction of polynomial time approximation algorithms was essentially settled, with factor 2(1 − k1 )
approximation algorithms and matching lower bounds.
The fastest algorithm for small k had running time
Õ(n2(k−1) ), and a f (k)no(k) lower bound on the
running time [9], [10] was known under the ETH. It
remained an interesting research direction to ﬁnd an
algorithm with an nck running time and prove that
the constant c is optimal under reasonable complexity
assumptions. The best upper bound on the number of
minimum k-cuts was Õ(n2(k−1) ), while the best lower
bound was essentially Ω((n/(k − 1)k−1 ), what you
obtain from the complete (k − 1)-partite graph. Since
early 2018 the problem has seen a remarkable level of

Abstract—In the M IN k-C UT problem, input is an edge
weighted graph G and an integer k, and the task is to
partition the vertex set into k non-empty sets, such that
the total weight of the edges with endpoints in different
parts is minimized. When k is part of the input, the
problem is NP-complete and hard to approximate within
any factor less than 2. Recently, the problem has received
signiﬁcant attention from the perspective of parameterized approximation. Gupta et al. [SODA 2018] initiated
the study of FPT-approximation for the M IN k-C UT
problem and gave an 1.9997-approximation algorithm
6
running in time 2O(k ) nO(1) . Later, the same set of authors [FOCS 2018] designed an (1+)-approximation algorithm that runs in time (k/)O(k) nk+O(1) , and a 1.812
approximation algorithm running in time 2O(k ) nO(1) .
More, recently, Kawarabayashi and Lin [SODA 2020]
gave a (5/3 + )-approximation for M IN k-C UT running
2
in time 2O(k log k) nO(1) .
In this paper we give a parameterized approximation
algorithm with best possible approximation guarantee,
and best possible running time dependence on said
guarantee (up to Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH)
and constants in the exponent). In particular, for every
 > 0, the algorithm obtains a (1 + )-approximate
solution in time (k/)O(k) nO(1) . The main ingredients
of our algorithm are: a simple sparsiﬁcation procedure,
a new polynomial time algorithm for decomposing a
graph into highly connected parts, and a new exact
algorithm with running time sO(k) nO(1) on unweighted
(multi-) graphs. Here, s denotes the number of edges
in a minimum k-cut. The latter two are of independent
interest.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this article we focus on the M IN k-C UT problem
from the perspective of parameterized approximation.
Here input is an edge weighted graph G and an
integer k, and the task is to partition the vertex set
into k non-empty sets, say P̃ , such that the total
weight of the edges with endpoints in different parts is
minimized. We call such a partition as optimal k-cut,
or minimum k-cut or simply a k-cut. For k = 2, this
is just the classic G LOBAL M IN -C UT problem, which
can be solved in polynomial time. In fact, for every
ﬁxed k, the problem is known to be polynomial time
solvable [1]. However, when k is part of the input, the
problem is NP-complete [1].
Traditionally, the problem has been extensively studied from three perspectives: (a) exact algorithms for
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hides the poly-logarithimic factor in the running time.

Theorem I.1. There exists a randomized algorithm
that given a graph G, weight function w : V (G) →
Q≥0 , integer k, and an  > 0, runs in time
(k/)O(k) nO(1) and outputs a partition P̃ of V (G)
into k non-empty parts. With probability at least
1 − n126 the weight of P̃ is at most (1 + ) times the
weight of an optimum k-cut of G. By weight of P̃ , we
mean the total weight of the edges with endpoints in
different parts.

activity [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], with a
new research direction of parameterized approximation
being initiated, and the two remaining established research directions (exact algorithms and combinatorial
bounds) essentially being completely resolved.
For exact algorithms for small values of k, Gupta
et al. [12] made the ﬁrst improvement in two
decades, by designing an algorithm with running time
2ω
O(k O(k) n( 3 +o(1))k ) for graphs with polynomial integer weights. Subsequently, for unweighted graphs,
Li [15] obtained an algorithm with running time
O(k O(k) n(1+o(1)k ). For the original formulation of
the problem (with general integer weights) Gupta et
al. [14] showed an O(n(1.98+o(1))k )-time algorithm.
Their algorithm also implied a new and improved
O(n(1.98+o(1))k ) upper bound on the number of minimum k-cuts. Finally Gupta et al. [16] fully resolved
the problem by showing that for every ﬁxed k ≥ 2, the
Karger-Stein algorithm [2] outputs any ﬁxed minimum

 −k ), where O(·)
k-cut with probability at least O(n
O(ln ln n)2
factor. This immediately gives an
hides a 2
 k ), on the number of minimum
extremal bound of O(n
k-cuts in an n-vertex graph and an algorithm for M IN
k-C UT in similar running time. Both the extremal
bound and the running time of the algorithm are essentially tight (under reasonable assumptions). Indeed
the extremal bound matches known lower bounds up

to O(1)
factors, while any further improvement to the
exact algorithm would imply an improved algorithm
for M AX -W EIGHT k-C LIQUE [18], [19], which has
been conjectured not to exist.
The lower bound of (2 − ) on polynomial
time approximation algorithms [8], coupled with the
f (k)no(k) running time lower bound for exact algorithms [9], [10] naturally leads to the question of
parameterized approximation: how good approximation ratio can we achieve if we allow the algorithm
to have running time f (k)nO(1) ? In 2018, Gupta
et al. [13] were the ﬁrst to ask this question, and
showed that relaxing the running time requirement
from polynomial to f (k)nO(1) does lead to an improved approximation guarantee, by giving an 1.9997approximation algorithm for M IN k-C UT running in
6
time 2O(k ) nO(1) . Subsequently the same set of authors [12] designed an (1 + )-approximation algorithm that runs in time (k/)O(k) nk+O(1) , and a 1.812
approximation algorithm running in time 2O(k ) nO(1) .
More recently, Kawarabayashi and Lin [17] gave a
(5/3 + )-approximation for M IN k-C UT running in
2
time 2O(k log k) nO(1) . In this paper we bring the
direction of parameterized approximation to its natural
conclusion by giving an algorithm with best possible
approximation guarantee, and best possible running
time dependence on said guarantee (up to ETH and
constants in the exponent). In particular, for every
 > 0, the algorithm obtains a (1 + )-approximate
solution in time (k/)O(k) nO(1) .

Overview of the Algorithm. A preliminary step of
our algorithm is to run the 2-approximation algorithm [5], [6], [7] to get an estimate of the value of
OPT(G, k) (the weight of an optimal k-cut in G).
A standard rounding procedure (similar to the wellknown Knapsack PTAS [20]) reduces the problem
in a (1 + )-approximation preserving manner to unweighted multi-graphs with at most m2 / edges. From
now on, throughout this paper, we will assume that our
input graph is an unweighted multigraph. As long as
the graph has a non-trivial 2-cut (non-trivial means that
there is at least one edge crossing the cut) of weight
at most ·OPT(G,k)
, we remove all edges of this 2k−1
cut. This step will be repeated less than k − 1 times,
since if it is repeated k − 1 times we have cut the
graph into at least k connected components using at
most  · OPT(G, k) edges. Thus the procedure stops
before this, and at that point we know that (i) we have
included at most  · OPT(G, k) edges in our solution,
and (ii) the remaining graph has no non-trivial 2-cut
with at most  · OPT(G, k) edges. We now solve the
problem independently on each connected component,
after guessing how many parts each component is split
into (this introduces a 4k overhead in the running
time). Thus from now on we will assume that our
input graph is connected and has no non-trivial 2-cut
of weight at most ·OPT(G,k)
.
k−1
Having ensured that every non-trivial 2-cut has
weight at least  · OPT(G,k)
we proceed as follows. We
k−1
100 log n
set a probability p = OPT(G,2)·2 . Then for every edge
of G we ﬂip a biased coin and keep the edge with
probability p and delete it with probability 1 − p. Call
the resulting subgraph G . A relatively simple probability computation (very similar to that of randomized
cut sparsiﬁers [21], [22]) combining Chernoff bounds
with Karger and Stein’s [2] bound on the number of
minimum 2-cuts shows that with high probability it
holds that for every partition P̃ of V (G) = V (G )
into k parts, the number of edges of G crossing the
partition P̃ is within a 1 ±  factor of p times the
number of edges crossing it in G. Thus, for purposes
of (1 + )-approximation one may just as well ﬁnd a
(1+)-approximate solution in G . However, in G we
know that
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OPT(G , k)  p · OPT(G, k)
100 log n
· OPT(G, k)
=
OPT(G, 2) · 2
k · 100 log n
.
≤
3
In the last transition we used the assumption that
OPT(G, 2) ≥  · OPT(G, k)/k − 1. This is a pretty
small number of cut edges, which naturally leads to
the idea of trying to apply parameterized algorithms
with parameter s, the number of edges in the optimal
k-cut. The sparsiﬁcation procedure outlined above is
captured by the following lemmas.

the parameterized approach seems to come close, but
hit a dead end. The key insight of our algorithm is that
even though s is “small”, that k is much smaller, and
that the hard instances for parameter s seem to have a
value of k close to s. This leads to the natural problem
of whether it is possible to design a parameterized
algorithm with parameters k and s that substantially
outperforms the algorithm of Cygan et al. [11] when
k  s. Our main technical contribution is precisely
such an algorithm. We state this algorithm as a separate
theorem.
Theorem I.2. There exists an algorithm that given
an unweighted multigraph G and integers k and s,
determines whether G has a k-cut of weight at most s
in times sO(k) nO(1) .

Lemma I.1*. 2 There exists an algorithm that takes
as input an integer k > 0, an unweighted graph G
such that cc(G) < k, and a real number 0 <  ≤ 1
and outputs a subgraph G1 of G with V (G ) = V (G),
such that |E(G)|−|E(G1 )| ≤ 2·OPT(G, k). Further,
if cc(G1 ) < k, then each non-trivial 2-cut of G1 has
.
weight at least ·OPT(G,k)
k−1

The algorithm of Theorem I.2 can easily be extended
using self reduction to also produce a partition P̃ of
G with weight at most s, if it exists. The algorithm of
Theorem I.2 is based on the sO(s) nO(1) time algorithm
of Cygan et al. [11].
Just as the algorithm of Cygan et al. [11], we
compute a tree decomposition of the input graph G,
such that the adhesions (cuts) of the decomposition are
small, and the bags (the building blocks of the decomposition) are highly edge-connected. Unfortunately we
are not able to use their decomposition theorem as a
black box, because their running time to compute the
decomposition is already sO(s) nO(1) . We make our
own decomposition theorem with weaker properties
than the one in [11], but computable in polynomial
time. The construction of the decomposition theorem
follows the template of Cygan et al. [11], replacing
their most computationally intensive step with a polynomial time approximation algorithm. In particular we
have the following theorem.

Lemma I.2*. There exists a polynomial time algorithm that takes as input an integer k > 0, an
unweighted graph G with cc(G) < k, and a real
number n1 <  ≤ 1 and outputs a subgraph G2 with
V (G2 ) = V (G), and a real number r such that with
probability at least 1 − n126 , for all k-cuts P̃ in G,
(1 − ) · w(G, P̃ ) ≤ w(G2 , P̃ ) · r ≤ (1 + ) · w(G2 , P̃ ).
The M IN k-C UT problem is also quite well studied
with s = OPT(G, k) as a parameter. A brute force
algorithm trying all edge sets of size s solves the
problem in time O(n2s+O(1) ). Marx [24] posed as an
open problem in 2004 whether M IN k-C UT is ﬁxed
parameter tractable when parameterized by s, that is
whether the problem admits an algorithm with running
time f (s)nO(1) for any function f . Kawarabayashi and
Thorup [25] resolved this problem in the afﬁrmative,
O(s)
n2 .
and obtained an algorithm with running time ss
Chitnis et al. [26] gave an algorithm with running
2
time sO(s ) nO(1) , improving the dependence on s
from double exponential to single exponential. Finally,
Cygan et al. [11] showed that the problem is solvable
in time sO(s) nO(1) . Unfortunately, applying the algorithm of Cygan et al. [11] directly on G yields an
n
)
n O( k log
3
which
algorithm with running time ( k log
3 )
grows super-polynomially with n, even for constant 
and k. Even if one obtains a parameterized algorithm
for M IN k-C UT with running time 2O(s) nO(1) (which
is an interesting open problem in itself), this would
k log n
k
only lead to a 2O( 3 ) = nO( 3 ) time algorithm,
which is slower than the classic exact n2(k−1) time
algorithm of Karger and Stein [2]. Thus, at a glance,

Theorem I.3*. Given an n-vertex graph G and an
integer s, one can in polynomial time compute a rooted
compact tree decomposition (τ, χ) of G such that
1) every adhesion of (τ, χ) is of size at most s;
2) every bag of (τ, χ) is ((s + 1)5 , s)-edgeunbreakable.
The most technically challenging part of our algorithm is how to compute an optimal k-cut in time
sO(k) nO(1) , when the decomposition into highly connected pieces is provided as input. The only known
way how to exploit such a decomposition is using
dynamic programming. However, the dynamic programming seems to require at least 2Ω(s) states, even
for the stronger decomposition of Cygan et al. [11],
let alone for our weaker structural decomposition
theorem. Here, the fact that k is much smaller than
s comes to rescue. We prove that the dynamic programming algorithm can be “trimmed” to only populate sO(k) states of the dynamic programming table.
This trimming procedure is done by inspecting how

2 Proofs of theorems, lemmas, and claims labelled with ∗ have
been omitted due to space constraints. For complete proofs, see the
full version of the paper [23].
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an optimal k-cut can interact with a tree obtained
from Throup’s [3] tree-packing theorem. A substantial
amount of technical weight lifting is required to show
that the trimmed dynamic programming table for a bag
of a tree decomposition can be computed efﬁciently
from the trimmed dynamic programming tables of its
children.
The algorithm of Theorem I.2 immediately completes the proof of our (1+)-approximation algorithm
(Theorem I.1). Speciﬁcally, applying this algorithm to
the graph G obtained by our sparsiﬁcation procedure
yields a (1 + )-approximation algorithm with running
time

O(k)
k · 100 log n
nO(1)
3

in X. By the term smoothing a vertex v of degree 2
in a graph G, we mean the operation of removing v
from the graph and adding an edge between two of its
neighbors.
For a set U , an -partition of U is a family P̃ =
{P1 , P2 , . . . , P } of non-empty, pairwise disjoint sets

whose union i=1 Pi is equal to U . A partition of U
is an -partition for some positive integer . We refer
to P1 , . . . , P as the parts of P̃ and refer to  as the
size of the partition and denote it by |P̃ |. An edge
uv with endpoints in U crosses P̃ if u and v are in
different parts of P̃ . The number of times an edge set
X crosses P is deﬁned as the number of edges in X
that cross P and denoted by δX (P̃ ). That is, X  ⊆ X
is the set containing all edges in X that crosses P̃
and δX (P̃ ) = |X  |. The projection of a partition P̃
onto a subset S of U is the partition P̃  = {P1 ∩
S, P2 ∩ S, . . . , P ∩ S} with the empty sets removed.
A partition P̃  is a reﬁnement of P̃ if every part of
P̃  is a subset of some part of P̃ , see Figure ??(a).
We say that a partition P̃ is reﬁned by P̃  if P̃  is a
reﬁnement of P̃ . The combining of a set of parts P in
P̃ is the operation of removing all the parts in P from
P̃ and adding their union ∪ P as a part in P̃ .

= (k/)O(k) (log n)O(k) nO(1)
≤ (k/)O(k) (k O(k) + n)nO(1)
k

≤ 2O(k log(  )) nO(1) .
k

1
, shows that a 2o(k log(  )) nO(1) time
Setting  = nO(1)
algorithm would yield an exact algorithm with running
time no(k) , violating ETH.
Guide to the paper. We start by giving the notations
and preliminaries that we use throughout the paper in
Section II. This section is best used as a reference,
rather than being read linearly. Section III contains our
main technical thrust: a new exact algorithm for unweighted multi graphs with running time sO(k) nO(1) ,
the algorithm computes and uses a decomposition such
as the one provided by Theorem I.3. We note that
the other two parts of our main result, a (1 + )approximation preserving reduction to instances with
n
optimum k-cuts of size O( k log
3 ), and Theorem I.3,
the polynomial time edge-unbreakable decomposition
theorem are deferred to the full version of the paper.
Finally, in Section IV, we combine all the results
obtained in the previous sections and complete the
proof of our main result (Theorem I.1). We conclude
the paper with some interesting open problems in
Section V.

P ∈P

A k-cut S̃ of a graph G is a k-partition of G. Let
G be an edge weighted graph G, then the weight of
the k-cut, denoted by w(G, S̃) is simply the sum of
the weights of edges with endpoints in different parts
of S̃. When G is an unweighted multigraph, then the
weight of S̃ is the number of edges with endpoints in
different parts of S̃ (if there are q edges between a
pair of vertices then it adds q to the sum). We denote
this also by w(G, S̃). In the cases where the graph G
is clear from the context, we just use w(S̃) instead of
w(G, S̃). An optimal k-cut or a minimum k-cut of G
is a k-cut of G that has the minimum weight among all
k-cuts of G. We denote the weight of an optimal k-cut
by OPT(G, k). A non-trivial cut means that there is
at least one edge crossing the cut. We remark that in
some parts of the paper, we refer to a k-cut of a graph
G as a k-partition of V (G) but it will be clear from
the context.
For a graph G, an edge cut is a pair A, B ⊆ V (G)
such that A ∪ B = V (G) and A ∩ B = ∅. The order of
an edge cut (A, B) is |E(A, B)|, that is, the number
of edges with one endpoint in A and the other in B.
Observe that edge cut and 2-cut are the same.

II. N OTATION AND P RELIMINARIES
In this section we give notations, and deﬁnitions that
we use throughout the paper. Unless speciﬁed we will
be using all general graph terminologies from the book
of Diestel [27].
A. Graph and Set Theoretic Deﬁnitions and Notations

Deﬁnition II.1 (unbreakability). A set X ⊆ V (G)
is (q, s)-edge-unbreakable if every edge cut (A, B) of
order at most s satisﬁes |A ∩ X| ≤ q or |B ∩ X| ≤ q.

Given a graph G, we use V (G) and E(G) to denote
the set of vertices and edges, respectively. We use
cc(G) to denote the number of connected components
of G. In this paper our graph could be a multigraph,
that is, we allow parallel edges between vertices, even
though we might start with a simple graph. Given a
subset X of vertices in V (G), we denote by δ(X) the
number of edges in G that have exactly one end point

B. T -tree and Treewidth
An important notion that underlies our algorithm is
a notion of T -trees introduced in the seminal work
of Thorup [3]. For an instance (G, k) of M IN k-C UT,
a T -tree of G is a spanning tree of G such that there
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exists an optimal k-cut S  of G such that T crosses
S  at most 2k − 2 times.
Another important notion that we need is of tree
decomposition where bags are “highly connected”. Towards this we ﬁrst deﬁne tree decomposition, treewidth
and associated notions and notations that we make use
of. For a rooted tree τ and vertex v ∈ V (τ ) we denote
by τv the subtree of τ rooted at v. We refer to the
vertices of τ as nodes.
A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair (χ, τ )
where χ is a rooted tree and τ is a function from V (τ )
to 2V (G) such that the following three conditions hold.

(T1)
χ(t) = V (G);

Deﬁnition II.2 ([28]). An (n, k, ) splitter F is a
family of functions from [n] → [] such that for all
S ⊆ [n], |S| = k, there exists a fucntion f ∈ F
that splits S evenly. That is, for all 1 ≤ j, j  ≤ ,
|f −1 (j  ) ∩ S| and |f −1 (j) ∩ S| differ by at most one.
We will need following algorithm to compute splitters with desired parameters.
Theorem II.1 ([28]). For all n, k ≥ 1 one can construct an (n, k, k 2 ) splitter family of size k O(1) log n
in time k O(1) n log n.
The following lemma is a simple application of
Theorem II.1 and is used as a subroutine in our new
algorithm for M IN k-C UT.

t∈V (τ )

(T2) For every uv ∈ E(G), there exists a node t ∈ τ
such that χ(t) contains both u and v; and
(T3) For every vertex u ∈ V (G), the set Tu =
{t ∈ V (τ ) : u ∈ χ(t)}, i.e., the set of nodes
whose corresponding bags contain u, induces a
connected subtree of τ .
For every t ∈ V (τ ) a set χ(t) ⊆ V (G), is called
a bag. For a tree decomposition (τ, χ) ﬁx an edge
e = tt ∈ E(τ ). The deletion of e from τ splits τ into
two trees τ1 and τ2 , and naturally
 induces a separation
(X1 , X2 ) in G with Xi := t∈V (τi ) χ(t), which we
henceforth call the separation associated with e. The
set Aτ,χ (e) := X1 ∩ X2 = χ(t) ∩ χ(t ) is called
the adhesion of e. We suppress the subscript if the
decomposition is clear from the context.
For s, t ∈ V (τ ) we say that s is a descendant of
t or that t is an ancestor of s if t lies on the unique
path from s to the root; note that a node is both an
ancestor and a descendant of itself. For a node t that
is not a root of τ , by Aτ,χ (t) we mean the adhesion
Aτ,χ (e) for the edge e connecting t with its parent in
τ . We extend this notation to Aτ,χ (r) = ∅ for the root
r. Again, we omit the subscript if the decomposition
is clear from the context. For brevity, for t ∈ V (τ ),
we use At to denote Aτ,χ (t).
We deﬁne the following functions for convenience:

χ(q),
γ(t) =

Lemma II.1*. There exists an algorithm that takes as
input a set S, two positive integers s1 and s2 that are
less than |S|, and outputs a family S of subsets of S
having size O((s1 + s2 )O(s1 ) log |S|) such that for any
two disjoint subsets X1 and X2 of S of size at most s1
and s2 , S contains a subset X that satisﬁes X1 ⊆ X
and X2 ∩ X = ∅ in time O((s1 + s2 )O(s1 ) |S|O(1) ).
III. A sO(k) T IME A LGORITHM FOR M IN k- CUT ON
U NWEIGHTED G RAPHS
In this section we give our new algorithm for M IN
k-C UT parameterized by s and k. It is a dynamic
programming algorithm over an edge unbreakable tree
decomposition (Theorem I.3) and uses T -trees introduced by Thorup [3] crucially.
Let G, k, s be input to M IN k-C UT. Towards
our proof, in polynomial time, we ﬁrst compute a
rooted compact tree decomposition (τ, χ) of G, using
Theorem I.3, such that
1) every adhesion of (τ, χ) is of size at most s;
2) every bag of (τ, χ) is ((s + 1)5 , s)-edgeunbreakable.
Let P̃ ∗ be an optimum k-cut of G. Secondly, we
compute a family T of spanning trees of G such
that there exists a tree T ∗ ∈ T such that E(T ∗ )
crosses P̃ ∗ at most 2k − 2 times. Recall that T ∗
is said to be a T -tree of G. Such a family can
be computed in polynomial time using Thorup’s tree
packing algorithm [3].
Finally, we assume that the input graph G is connected. Else, if cc(G) ≥ k, we return the connected
components of G itself as the desired partition of G of
value 0. Otherwise, if cc(G) ≤ k, then at the expense
of k k sk in time we can guess the values of k and s
for each connected component.
Thus, throughout this section, we assume that we are
given (τ, χ) and a tree T from T and remark that the
notations G, k, s, (τ, χ), T have ﬁxed meanings. Also
recall that in some parts, we refer to a l-cut of a graph
G as a l-partition of V (G ) but it will be clear from the
context. We begin by deﬁning additional terminologies

q descendant of t

α(t) = γ(t) \ At ,
Gt = G[γ(t)]
We say that a rooted tree decomposition (τ, χ)
of G is compact if for every node t ∈ V (τ ) for
which At = ∅ we have that G[α(t)] is connected
and NG (α(t)) = At . We can extend the function χ
to subsets of V (τ ) in the natural way: for a subset
X ⊆ V (τ ), χ(X) = x∈X χ(x). By children(t), we
denote the set of children of t in τ . For each subset X
of nodes in V (τ ), we deﬁne GX = G[∪t∈X χ(V (τt ))].
C. Splitters
Let [n] denote the set of integers {1, . . . , n}. We
start by deﬁning the notion of splitters.
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and proving some results that will helpful in deﬁning
the states of the dynamic programming.

instead, which is much more efﬁcient. Since the proof
of the Lemma III.1 is fairly straight forward, we state
the lemma without proof and refer the reader to the
full version of the paper for the proof.

Deﬁnition III.1. For a tree T  and an integer c, a
partition P̃ of V (T  ) is c-admissible with respect to
T  if E(T  ) crosses P̃ at most c times. For a subset
X of V (T  ) a partition P̃ of X is T  -feasible if P̃ is
the projection onto X of a 2k − 2-admissible partition
of V (T  ).

X
,
Lemma III.1*. For all X ⊆ V (T ), FTX = Fproj(T,X)
X
2k
Further FT is of size O((4k|X|) ) and can be
computed in time proportional to its size.

For the rest of this section, unless stated otherwise,
we will assume that the weight of any partition of a set
of vertices X ⊆ V is computed with respect to G[X].
We now deﬁne the states of the dynamic programming algorithm over the tree τ that we will use
to compute the required value. For each node t ∈
V (τ ) we deﬁne a function ft : FTAt × {1, . . . , k} −→
{0, . . . , s}∪{∞} that our algorithm will compute. The
domain of ft consists of all pairs (P̃At , i) where P̃At
is a T -feasible (meaning crosses T at most 2k − 2
times) partition of At , where At is the set of vertices
that are common between node t and its parent in
τ , and i is a positive integer less than or equal to
k. On input (P̃At , i), ft returns the smallest possible
weight of a T -feasible i-partition P̃ of V (Gt ) such
that P̃At is the projection of P̃ on At . However, if this
weight is greater than s, or no such partition exists then
ft (P̃At , i) returns ∞. The main step of the algorithm of
Theorem I.2 is an algorithm that computes ft (P̃At , i)
for every node t and pair (P̃At , i) ∈ FTAt × {1, . . . , k}
assuming that the values of ft have already been
computed for all children t of t. We now state that
this step can be carried out efﬁciently.

We will denote the family of all T  -feasible partitions of X by FTX . Further, if X = ∅ then FTX will
contain the partition P∅ , where P∅ is the partition of
X that contains a single empty part.
Given a tree T  , we deﬁne the partition of V (T  )
obtained by removing a subset E  of edges from T  as
the partition of V (T  ) in which each part is equal to
the set of vertices in some tree in the forest obtained
by deleting E  from T  .
Given a tree T  and X ⊆ V (T  ), we deﬁne the projection of T  onto X as the tree proj(T  , X) obtained
by the following procedure. Initially, set T  = T  , and
exhaustively apply the following modiﬁcations to T  :
(a) Delete from T  all leaves of T  that are not in X.
(b) Smooth all degree 2 vertices v of T  that are not
in X. Once neither one of the operations (a), (b) can
be applied the procedure returns T  as the projection
proj(T  , X). An example of proj(T , X) is depicted in
Figure 1.

(a)

Lemma III.2*. There exists an algorithm that takes as
input (τ, χ), a node t ∈ V (τ ), a T -feasible partition
P̃At of At and a positive integer i ≤ k, together with
the value of ft (P̃A t , i ) for every child t of t, T feasible partition P̃A t of At , and positive integer i ≤
i, and outputs ft (P̃At , i) in time sO(k) nO(1) .

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Tree T  is depicted by green edges and the set X by
black vertices. (b) proj(T , X) is depicted by red edges.

Since a T -tree is a spanning tree of G such that
there exists an optimal k-cut of G that is T -feasible,
it follows that if T is a T -tree of G then OPT(G, k)
is given by fr (P∅ , k), where r is the root of τ , recall
that Ar = ∅. If T is not a T -tree of G, then fr (P∅ , k)
is the weight of some k-cut of G of weight at most
s or ∞ and thus fr (P∅ , k) ≥ OPT(G, k). Therefore,
we will now prove Theorem I.2 using Lemma III.2.

For the projection proj(T  , X), we will denote its
vertices and edges by VTX and ETX respectively. We
encapsulate some useful properties of proj(T  , X) in
the following observation.
Observation III.1. All leaves and degree 2 vertices
of proj(T  , X) are in X. Furthermore, the number of
vertices in proj(T  , X) is at most 2|X|.

Proof of Theorem I.2. As explained in the beginning
of the section, we assume that (a) the graph is connected, (b) we are given (τ, χ), satisfying properties
mentioned in Theorem I.3 and (c) a tree T from
T [3]. We design an algorithm that takes all these
inputs and works as follows. Starting from the leaf
nodes, in a bottom up manner, for each node t ∈ τ ,
the algorithm computes FTAt using Lemma III.1 and
obtains the value of ft (P̃At , i) for all pairs (P̃At , i) ∈

The ﬁrst part of the observation follows directly
from the deﬁnition of the projection procedure, while
the second follows from the well-known fact that in
a tree, the number of vertices of degree at least three
is at most the number of leaves. The following lemma
shows that the set of T -feasible partitions of a set X
does not change when T is projected on X. Thus,
for enumerating T -feasible partitions of X it will be
sufﬁcient to work with the projection of T onto X
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FTAt ×{1, . . . , k} using Lemma III.2. Finally it returns
the value fr (P∅ , k), where r is the root of τ .
Since fr (P∅ , k) ≥ OPT(G, k) for any tree spanning
tree T of G and fr (P∅ , k) = OPT(G, k) if T is a T tree, the algorithm returns the desired output.
It is easy to see that FTAt is of size O((4ks)2k )
which is sO(k) and can be computed in time sO(k)
from Lemma III.1 and the fact that |At | ≤ s for all
t ∈ τ . Thus the domain of ft is of size sO(k) · k
and each state can be computed in time sO(k) nO(1)
from Lemma III.2. Thus the algorithm runs in time
sO(k) nO(1) . This completes the proof.

Let P̃χ(t) be the projection of P̃ (P̃At , i) onto χ(t).
Since P̃ (P̃At , i) is a T -feasible i-partition of V (Gt ),
P̃χ(t) must be a T -feasible partition of χ(t). Recall
that the vertices and edges of proj(T, χ(t)) are deχ(t)
χ(t)
noted by VT
and ET
respectively. An example
of χ(t) along with At and proj(T, χ) is illustrated in
Figure 3. From Lemma III.1 it follows that P̃χ(t) is

At

For proving Lemma III.2, we will design an
algorithm that takes all the inputs mentioned in
Lemma III.2 and returns a positive integer v, which is
the weight of some T -feasible i-partition P̃ of V (Gt )
having weight at most s such that P̃At is the projection
of P̃ on At . If no such partition exists, the algorithm
will return v = ∞. This automatically ensures that
ft (P̃At , i) ≤ v. The difﬁcult part is to ensure that
ft (P̃At , i) ≥ v. If ft (P̃At , i) = ∞, this inequality
trivially holds, and so it sufﬁces to prove it for the
cases when ft (P̃At , i) is ﬁnite and a T -feasible ipartition P̃ of V (Gt ) such that P̃At is the projection of
P̃ on At and having weight at most s exists. The proof
of Lemma III.2 spans the remainder of this section
and follows the route of “randomized contraction style
Dynamic Programming” [26], [11] but is somewhat
more complicated because at every step we need to
use the T -tree T to speed up computations. We begin
by giving names to some of the central objects of
this proof. The notation for these tools will be used
throughout the section and are summarized in Figure 2.
Let P̃ (P̃At , i) be a smallest possible weight T feasible i-partition of V (Gt ) such that P̃At is the projection of P̃ (P̃At , i) on At having weight at most s. We
say that P̃ (P̃At , i) realises ft (P̃At , i). We introduce the
following notations assuming such a partition exists.
ft (P̃At , i)

P̃χ(t)

P̃ (P̃At , i)

Projection of
P̃ (P̃At , i)
on χ(t)

Partition realising
ft (P̃At , i)

Sχ(t)
Set of all vertices from
parts in P̃χ(t) having
size O((s + 1)5 )

χ(t)

VT represents V (proj(T, χ(t))
χ(t)
ET represents E(proj(T, χ(t))
(a)

the projection onto χ(t) of some 2k − 2-admissible
χ(t)
partition P̃V χ(t) of VT . Let C be the set of edges
T

of proj(T, χ(t)) that cross P̃V χ(t) , it is easy to see
T

VT

obtained by deleting the edges in C from proj(T, χ(t)).
Observe that P̃  χ(t) is a reﬁnement of P̃V χ(t) . We
VT

T

as P̃χ(t) is the projection of P̃V χ(t) on χ(t). Let the
T

union of the vertices in parts in P̃V χ(t) that conT
tain vertices from Sχ(t) be denoted by SV χ(t) , that

T
is SV χ(t) = P ∈P̃ χ(t) ,P ∩χ(t)⊆Sχ(t) P . Observe that

(2k − 2)-admissable
χ(t)
partition of VT
whose projection on χ(t)
is P̃χ(t)

T

Edges of proj(T, χ(t))
that cross P̃V χ(t)

T

T

Set of all edges in
χ(t)
ET \C having both
end points in SV χ(t)
T

T

χ(t)

T

Lemma III.3. The size of each part P in the partition
P̃  χ(t) is at most 2(|P ∩ χ(t)| + 2k − 2). Furthermore
VT

the sets SE χ(t) and SV χ(t) are of size at most 2 · (2k −
T
T
1)(|Sχ(t) | + 2k − 2).

VT

T

V

Sχ(t) ⊆ SV χ(t) . Let the set of edges in ET \C having
T
both end points in SV χ(t) be denoted by SE χ(t) . We
T
T
now state a lemma that will help bound the sizes of
the sets SE χ(t) , and SV χ(t) .

P̃  χ(t)

SE χ(t)

T

remark that P̃  χ(t) and P̃V χ(t) are different objects,
VT
T
and that this difference is crucial to our arguments (we
apologize for the notational similarity!).
Since (τ, χ) is an ((s + 1)5 , s)-unbreakable tree
decomposition, each part in P̃χ(t) is of size O((s+1)5 )
except for at most one part. Let Sχ(t) denote the set
of all vertices in parts having size O((s + 1)5 ) in
P̃χ(t) . The set of vertices from χ(t) in each part in
P̃V χ(t) are either all from Sχ(t) or from χ(t)\Sχ(t)

C

T

χ(t)

that |C| ≤ 2k − 2. Let P̃  χ(t) be the partition of VT

T

SV χ(t)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) An example of a bag χ(t) in (τ, χ) along with the
adhesions (blue) associated with it, the adhesion At is in green. (b)
An example of proj(T, χ(t)) for the bag χ(t) in (a).

P̃V χ(t)

Set of all vertices from
parts in P̃V χ(t) having
T
vertices from Sχ(t)

proj(T, χ(t))

χ(t)

χ(t)

Partition of VT
obtained by removing
C from proj(T, χ(t))

χ(t)

Proof. Since P̃  χ(t) is the partition of VT
VT

obtained

by removing the edges in C from proj(T, χ(t)), each
part P in it can be associated with a tree TP in the

Fig. 2. Various notations associated with the state ft (P̃At , i) along
with their dependencies.
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forest obtained by removing C from proj(T, χ(t)). The
χ(t)
number of vertices from VT \χ(t) that are a leaf or
a degree two vertex in TP is at most 2k − 2 because
from Observation III.1 they had degree more than two
in proj(T, χ(t)) and thus must have been adjacent to an
edge in C. The number of vertices in P having degree
greater than two in TP is bounded by the number of
leaves in TP which is bounded by |P ∩ χ(t)| + 2k − 2
because every leaf of TP is either in χ(t) or not in
χ(t)
χ(t). Thus, the number of vertices from VT \χ(t) in
P is bounded by |P ∩ χ(t)| + 2 · (2k − 2) and hence
the size of P is at most 2 · (|P ∩ χ(t)| + 2k − 2).
Since the size of C is at most 2k − 2, there are at
most 2k−1 parts in P̃  χ(t) and thus the sizes of SE χ(t)
VT

and SV χ(t) are at most 2·(2k−1)(|Sχ(t) |+2k−2).

O

(a)

T

T

Since Sχ(t) is of size O(k(s + 1)5 ), the following
observation directly follows from Lemma III.3
Observation III.2. The set C is of size at most 2k − 2
and the sets SE χ(t) and SV χ(t) are of size O(k 2 (s +
T
T
1)5 ).

O=∅

(b)

In later parts of this section, we develop an algorithm that takes as input a subset C  of edges of
proj(T, χ(t)) and outputs a positive integer v greater
than or equal to ft (P̃At , i). Further if C ⊆ C  and
SE χ(t) ∩ C  = ∅, then v will be equal to ft (P̃At , i).
T
We state this as a result below in Lemma III.4 and will
be using it to prove Lemma III.2.


Fig. 4. Examples of nice decomposition (P̃χ(t)
, Q̃χ(t) , O) of χ(t).

(a) O = ∅ (b) O = ∅. The blue parts depict the parts in P̃χ(t)

and the green parts depict those in Q̃χ(t) . Possible edges and
adhesions among the vertices of χ(t) are depicted in red and dark
red respectively. Note that there are no adhesions and edges among

different parts in P̃χ(t)
\O.

Lemma III.4. There exists an algorithm that takes as
input (τ, χ), a node t ∈ V (τ ), a T -feasible partition
P̃At of At , a positive integer i ≤ k, proj(T, χ(t)),
χ(t)
a set of edges C  ⊆ ET , together with the value of
ft (P̃A t , i ) for every child t of t, T -feasible partition
P̃A t of At , and positive integer i ≤ i, and outputs
an integer v ≥ ft (P̃At , i) in time sO(k) nO(1) . Further
if ft (P̃At , i) = ∞, C ⊆ C  , and SE χ(t) ∩ C  = ∅, then
v ≤ ft (P̃At , i).


an empty set. The triple (P̃χ(t)
, Q̃χ(t) , O) is called a
nice decomposition of χ(t) if it satisﬁes the following
properties:

(i) If O = ∅, then the projection of Q̃χ(t) on O is O,
that is O is not reﬁned by Q̃χ(t) and if O = ∅,

then P̃χ(t)
has exactly one part.
(ii) The size of the projection of Q̃χ(t) on each part

P ∈ P̃χ(t)
\O has at most 2k − 1 parts.
(iii) There are no cross edges between the parts in the

\O.
partition P̃χ(t)
(iv) There are no adhesions in the set {At : t ∈
children(t) or t = t} having vertices from more

\O.
than one part in P̃χ(t)

T

Since the proof of Lemma III.2 is easy assuming
Lemma III.4, we sketch it here. In the proof, we
apply the well-known technique of splitters to obtain
a family C of subsets of edges in proj(T, X) such that
if ft (P̃At , i) = ∞, there is a set C  in the family
such that C ⊆ C  , and SE χ(t) ∩ C  = ∅. Then, we
T
apply Lemma III.4 on each set in this family to obtain
ft (P̃At , i). In the rest of this section, we will prove
Lemma III.4, the crux of our result.

We refer to O as the center of the nice decomposition.
The structure of a nice decomposition of χ(t) is
depicted by examples in Figure 4.
In order to prove Lemma III.4, we ﬁrst state and
prove some results related to nice decompositions of
χ(t) that will help us with the proof. Firstly, we
develop an algorithm that computes a small family
of nice decompositions of χ(t) containing a special
nice decomposition in desirable cases. Then, we design
another algorithm that computes a value greater than
ft (P̃At , i) when input any nice decomposition and

A. Nice Decompositions of χ(t)
We ﬁrst begin by deﬁning nice decompositions of
χ(t), a structure that will be helpful for proving
Lemma III.4.

Deﬁnition III.2. Let P̃χ(t)
be a partition of χ(t), Q̃χ(t)


be a reﬁnement of P̃χ(t)
and O be a part in P̃χ(t)
or
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computes ft (P̃At , i) exactly if the input nice decomposition is special.


Claim III.1*. Each triple (P̃χ(t)
, Q̃χ(t) , O) ∈ D is a
nice decomposition of χ(t). Further if ft (P̃At , i) = ∞,
C ⊆ C  , and SE χ(t) ∩ C  = ∅, then D contains a nice

Lemma III.5. There exists an algorithm that takes
as input (τ, χ), a node t ∈ V (τ ), proj(T, χ(t)), a
χ(t)
set of edges C  ⊆ ET
and returns a set D of
nice decompositions of χ(t) of size O(sO(k) log n) in
time O(sO(k) nO(1) ). Furthermore, if ft (P̃At , i) = ∞,
C ⊆ C  , and SE χ(t) ∩ C  = ∅, then set D contains a

T


, Q̃χ(t) , O) such that Q̃χ(t) is a
decomposition (P̃χ(t)
reﬁnement of P̃χ(t) .

Claim III.2. D is of size O(sO(k) log n) and is computed in time O(sO(k) nO(1) ).

T

Proof. In the case when the size of χ(t) is of O((s +
1)5 ), D is of size at most one and is computed
in polynomial time. In the other case, S is of size
O(sO(k) log n) from Lemma II.1. Since for each X ∈
S we add at most one nice decomposition to set
D in step (vi), D is of size O(ks)O(k) log n). Time
taken to compute S in step (v) is O(sO(k) nO(1) ) from
Lemma II.1. All other steps take polynomial time, in
particular, for each set X ∈ S it takes polynomial

, Q̃χ(t) and O and add it to
time to compute P̃χ(t)
D. Thus, the time taken to compute D in this case is
O(sO(k) nO(1) ).


, Q̃χ(t) , O) such that Q̃χ(t)
nice decomposition (P̃χ(t)
is a reﬁnement of P̃χ(t) .

Proof. Given G, k, (τ, χ), t ∈ V (τ ), proj(T, χ(t)),
χ(t)
and C  ⊆ ET we design an algorithm that returns
a set of nice decompositions by carrying out the
following steps :
χ(t)

(i) Set R̃ to be the partition of VT
obtained by
removing the edges in C  from proj(T, χ(t)).
(ii) If χ(t) is of size greater than O((s + 1)5 ), go

to step (iii). Else, let P̃χ(t)
be the partition of
χ(t) having all vertices in χ(t) in one part and
let Q̃χ(t) be the projection of R̃ on χ(t). If the
number of parts in R̃ is less than or equal to 2k −
1, then return the set D of nice decompositions

as {(P̃χ(t)
, Q̃χ(t) , ∅)}, else return D = ∅.
(iii) Let S be the set of all parts in R̃. Use Lemma II.1
on S, s1 = 2k − 1 and s2 = (2k − 1)(s2 + 2s + k)
and obtain a set S of subsets of S.
(iv) Construct a set D of nice decompositions using
the following procedure: Initialize D = ∅ and for
each X ∈ S, repeat the following steps:

Claims III.1 and III.2 complete the proof of
Lemma III.5.
With this, we start the second part of our section,
an algorithm that takes as input a nice decomposition
of χ(t) along with other inputs and outputs a value
greater than or equal to ft (P̃At , i). Further if the partition Q̃χ(t) in the nice decomposition satisﬁes a special
property, then the algorithm will output ft (P̃At , i). We
now state this as a Lemma.

a) Initialize partition Q̃ = R̃.
b) Combine all parts in Q̃ that are not in X. Let
this part be Q1 .
c) Form a graph G with the parts in Q̃ except
Q1 as vertices. Add an edge between two parts
in G if they have a cross edge between them
or both parts have non empty intersection with
some adhesion At , t ∈ children(t) ∪ t.
d) Initialize Q̃ = Q̃, combine all parts in connected components in G having more than
2k − 1 parts with Q1 in Q̃ . Call this part O .
e) Initialize P̃  = Q̃ . For each connected component Y in G having at most 2k − 1 parts,
combine all parts in Y in P̃  .
f) Let Q̃χ (t) be the projection of Q̃ on χ(t) and

be the projection of P̃  on χ(t). Let
let P̃χ(t)
O be the projection of O on χ(t).

g) Add the pair (P̃χ(t)
, Q̃χ(t) , O) to D if O = ∅.
(v) Return D.

Lemma III.6. There exists an algorithm that takes as
input (τ, χ), a node t ∈ V (τ ), a T -feasible partition
P̃At of At , a positive integer i ≤ k, a nice decom
, Q̃χ(t) , O) of χ(t), together with the
position (P̃χ(t)

value of ft (P̃At , i ) for every child t of t, T -feasible
partition P̃A t of At , and positive integer i ≤ i, and
returns a positive integer v such that ft (P̃At , i) ≤ v
or v = ∞ in time k O(k) nO(1) . Furthermore, if Q̃χ(t)
is a reﬁnement of P̃χ(t) , then v ≤ ft (P̃At , i).
To prove Lemma III.6, we design a dynamic programming algorithm on a given nice decomposition

(P̃χ(t)
, Q̃χ(t) , O) of χ(t). Let p denote the number of

\O, it is easy to see that by the deﬁnition
parts in P̃χ(t)
of a nice decomposition, if O = ∅, then p = 1 and if

not then p = |P̃χ(t)
| − 1. We arbitrarily order all the

parts in P̃χ(t) except O and denote by Pl the lth
 part
in this order, where l ≥ 1 and denote by P≤l =
Px ,
x≤l

Now, we state an important claim that talks about
D. The key ingredients of the proof includes splitters,
the properties of nice decompositions stated in Deﬁnition III.2, and the fact that the tree decomposition
we are using is unbreakable and compact. For the full
proof, we refer the reader to the full version.

the union of all parts Px , x ≤ l.
Given a non negative integer l that is less than or
equal to p, we deﬁne the set A(l) to be the set of all
adhesions in the set {At : t ∈ children(t)} that have
vertices only from Pl ∪O and have non emptyintersecA(l ),
tion with Pl . Also, we denote by A≤ (l) =
0≤l ≤l
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the union of all sets A(l ) where 0 ≤ l ≤ l.Further,
Gt  ,
we deﬁne the graph G(l) = G[O ∪ Pl ] ∪

Lemma III.7 and Observation III.3.
Proof of Lemma III.6 assuming Lemma III.7. For
proving Lemma III.6 we propose the following
algorithm. The algorithm will take inputs as
speciﬁed in the Lemma, compute the function g
using Lemma III.7 and ﬁnally returns an integer
v = g(p, i). From Observation III.3, it follows that
the algorithm outputs a value v ≥ ft (P̃At , i). Further
if ft (P̃At , i) = ∞ and Q̃χ(t) is a reﬁnement of P̃χ(t)
then v ≤ ft (P̃At , i). Since the domain of g has p · i
values, p ≤ n and i ≤ k, from Lemma III.7 it is easy
to see that the algorithm runs in time k O(k) nO(1) .

At ∈A(l)

to be the subgraph
of G induced by all the vertices in

V (Gt ) and deﬁne the graph G≤ (l) =
O ∪Pl ∪
At ∈A(l) 
G[O ∪P≤l ]∪
Gt , to be the subgraph of G inAt ∈A≤ (l)

V (Gt ).
duced by all the vertices in O∪P≤l ∪
At ∈A≤ (l)

We deﬁne two function h, g : {0, . . . , p} ×
{1, . . . , i} −→ {0, . . . , s} ∪ {∞} that our algorithm
will compute. The domain of h and g consists of all
pairs (l, j) where l is a non negative integer less than
or equal to p and j is a positive integer less than or
equal to the input integer i. On input (l, j), h returns
the smallest possible weight of a j-partition P̃ of G(l)
such that the projection of P̃ on O ∪ Pl is reﬁned by
the projection of Q̃χ(t) on O ∪ Pl and if At ⊆ O ∪ Pl
then P̃At is the projection of P̃ on At and g returns the
smallest possible weight of a j-partition P̃ of G≤ (l)
such that the projection of P̃ on O ∪ P≤l is reﬁned by
the projection of Q̃χ(t) on O∪P≤l and if At ⊆ O∪P≤l
then P̃At is the projection of P̃ on At . However, if this
weight is greater than s, or no such partition exists then
both h(l, j) and g(l, j) return ∞.
The main step of an algorithm for Lemma III.6
is an algorithm that computes g(l, j) for every pair
(l, j) ∈ {0, . . . , p} × {1, . . . , i} assuming that the
value of g(l , j  ) has been computed for every pair
(l , j  ) ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1} × {1, . . . , i}. We now state
that this step can be carried out.

Since, G≤ (l) = G≤ (l − 1) ∪ G(l) and all common
edges of G≤ (l − 1) and G(l) are in G(0), it follows
that for any pair (l, j) ∈ {0, . . . , p} × {1, . . . , i} the
following equation holds if O = ∅.

min g(l − 1, j  ) + h(l, j − j  + 1), l ≥ 1
g(l, j) = 1≤j  ≤j
h(l, j), l = 0
(1)

of the
If O = ∅, then there is only one part in P̃χ(t)
nice decomposition and thus we can compute g(1, j) =
h(1, j), for all j ≤ i directly.
The proof of Lemma III.7 has a knapsack style dynamic programming algorithm that computes h(l, j  )
efﬁciently for all j  ≤ j, we refer the reader to the full
version for the proof. We now are ready to complete
the proof of Lemma III.4 for which we obtained results
throughout this section.

Lemma III.7*. There exists an algorithm that takes all
the inputs of Lemma III.6, along with a non negative
integer l ≤ p, a positive integer j ≤ i and if l ≥ 1
the value of g(l − 1, j  ) for every positive integer j  ≤
j and returns a positive integer v = g(l, j) in time
k O(k) nO(1) .

Proof of Lemma III.4. For the proof, we propose the
following algorithm. Firstly, the algorithm will take
inputs as speciﬁed in Lemma III.4 and obtain a set of
nice decompositions D from Lemma III.5. Then for
each nice decomposition D ∈ D, the algorithm obtains
a value vD from Lemma III.6. Finally it returns the
positive integer v = min vD . If D = ∅, then return
D∈D
v = ∞. Combining Lemma III.5 and Lemma III.6,
it is easy to see that the algorithm will return v ≥
ft (P̃At , i). Further if ft (P̃At , i) = ∞, C ⊆ C  , and
SE χ(t) ∩ C  = ∅, then it will return v = ft (P̃At , i).

Observe that g(p, i) is the smallest possible weight
of an i-partition P̃ of Gt such that Q̃χ(t) is a reﬁnement of the projection of P̃ on χ(t) and the
projection of P̃ on At is P̃At . By deﬁnition, ft (P̃At , i)
is the weight of the smallest possible i-partition
whose projection on At is P̃At , thus it follows that
g(p, i) ≥ ft (P̃At , i). If ft (P̃At , i) = ∞ and Q̃χ(t)
is a reﬁnement of P̃χ(t) then g(p, i) ≤ ft (P̃At , i)
since by deﬁnition, P̃ (P̃At , i) is a i-partition of Gt
that has weight ft (P̃At , i), whose projection on χ(t)
is P̃χ(t) , and whose projection on At is P̃At . We state
these relations between g(p, i) and ft (P̃At , i) in the
following observation.

T

The time taken by the algorithm is O((s)O(k) nO(1) )
since D has at most O((s)O(k) log n) sets and each set
can be computed in k O(k) nO(1) time from Lemma III.5
and Lemma III.6. This proves Lemma III.4
IV. C OMBINING ALL THE P IECES : P ROOF OF
T HEOREM I.1

In this section we conjure all the pieces we obtained
so far and give a proof of our main result (Theorem I.1).

Observation III.3. g(p, i) is always greater than or
equal to ft (P̃At , i) and if ft (P̃At , i) = ∞ and Q̃χ(t) is
a reﬁnement of P̃χ(t) then g(p, i) is less than or equal
to ft (P̃At , i).

Proof of Theorem I.1. Let G, k,  be the input to M IN
k-C UT. Also let |V (G)| = n. We will output a partition P̃ with weight v such that v ≤ (1 + )OPT(G, k)

We are now ready to prove Lemma III.6 using
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with probability at least 1 − n126 . We ﬁrst check if
cc(G) ≥ k. If this is true then we know that G has
optimum k-cut of value 0 and we can return G itself.
If  < n1 then we run the best known exact algorithm
on (G, k) running in time nO(k) and return the exact
answer [2], [3], [16]. Clearly, nO(k) is (k/)O(k) nO(1)
in this case. So from now onwards we assume that

.
cc(G) ≤ k and  ≥ n1 . Also, we set  = 10

β · k · 100 log n
3

O(k)

nO(1)

= (k/)O(k) (log n)O(k) nO(1)
≤ (k/)O(k) (k O(k) + n)nO(1)
k

≤ 2O(k log(  )) nO(1)
This completes the running time analysis. All that
remains is to show that what we get is an (1 + )approximation algorithm. Let s be the minimum value
for which the algorithm described in Theorem I.2
returns yes. This implies that s = OPT(G2 , k). Let
P̃ be the corresponding partition. We return s · r + q
as value of the cut and P̃ as a solution. Here, the value
is the sum of edges deleted when we obtained G1 from
G and the value returned by Theorem I.2 when ran
on (G2 , k, s). Now we have that

Now we apply a standard rounding procedure (similar to the well-known Knapsack PTAS [20]) that
reduces the problem in a (1 +  )-approximation preserving manner to an unweighted multi-graph with at
most m2 / edges. This implies that now the graph
has at most n5 edges (counting multiplicities). Let this
graph be G . Next we apply Lemma I.1 and obtain a
subgraph G1 of G with V (G ) = V (G ), such that
q = |E(G )| − |E(G1 )| ≤ 2 · OPT(G , k). Further,
if cc(G1 ) < k, then each non-trivial 2-cut of G1 has


,k)
weight at least  ·OPT(G
. If cc(G1 ) = k, then we
k−1
return the connected components as a partition P̃ . The
cost of returned solution is

OPT(G2 , k) · r + q
≤ (1 +  ) · OPT(G1 , k) + 2 · OPT(G , k)
≤ (1 +  ) · OPT(G , k) + 2 · OPT(G , k)
≤ (1 + 3 ) · OPT(G , k)
≤ (1 + 3 ) · (1 +  ) · OPT(G, k)

v ≤ 2 · OPT(G , k) ≤ 2 · (1 +  )OPT(G, k)
≤ (1 + )OPT(G, k)

≤ (1 + ) · OPT(G, k)
The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemmas I.1, I.2 and Theorem I.2. This concludes the
proof.

Thus, we assume that cc(G1 ) < k and each non

,k)
.
trivial 2-cut of G1 has weight at least  ·OPT(G
k−1
Now we apply the sparsiﬁcation procedure described
in Lemma I.2 and obtain a subgraph G2 with V (G2 ) =
V (G1 ), and a real number r such that with probability
at least 1 − n126 , for all k-cuts P̃ in G1 , (1 −  ) ·
w(G1 , P̃ ) ≤ w(G2 , P̃ ) · r ≤ (1 +  ) · w(G1 , P̃ ). Here,
n
r = 1/p, where p = 2100·log
·OPT(G1 ,2) However, in G2 we
know that

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we gave a parameterized approximation
algorithm with best possible approximation guarantee,
and best possible running time dependence on said
guarantee (upto ETH and constants in the exponent)
for M IN k-C UT. In particular, for every  > 0, the
algorithm computes a (1 + )-approximate solution in
time (k/)O(k) nO(1) . Along the way we also obtained
a new exact algorithm with running time sO(k) nO(1)
on unweighted (multi-) graphs, where s denotes the
number of edges in a minimum k-cut. For an even
more complete understanding of the parameterized
apperoximation complexity of M IN k-C UT one could
explore the possibility of lossy kernels of polynomial
size in s or k, and ratios between 2− and 1+. Finally,
an intriguing open problem about the parameterized
complexity of M IN k-C UT is whether the problem
admits an algorithm with running time 2O(s) nO(1) .

OPT(G2 , k) ≤ (1 +  ) · p · OPT(G1 , k)
(1 +  )100 log n
=
· OPT(G1 , k)
OPT(G1 , 2) · 2
(1 +  )100 log n
≤
· OPT(G , k)
OPT(G1 , 2) · 2
(1 +  ) · k · 100 log n
≤
3
β · k · 100 log n
≤
.
3
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